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Executive summary

Twenty five years ago events in Poland touched off changes that swept Central and Eastern Europe, resulting in massive 
economic and political transformations. As the Polish economy emerged from decades of state control, industries were 
privatized and market-based competition was introduced, followed by painful reforms. Within a few years,Polish GDP and 
living standards began to rise significantly, as the country started on a growth path that has not ended. Accession to the 
European Union confirmed the success of Poland's effort and indicated a development path that was leading toward the 
level of Europe's most advanced economies.

Over the last 25 years Polish economy doubled in size, as measured in terms of real
        GDP. In terms of GDP per capita (at PPP), Poland narrowed the gap by nearly half, moving
        from 32 to 60 percent of the Western European average (EU-15).1 Annual GDP growth between
        1991 to 2008 was an impressive 4.6 percent (Exhibit 1). The growth continued thereafter, as
        Poland was the only country in the European Union to avoid recession during the financial
        crisis. Today Poland is the eight-largest economy in the European Union in real GDP terms and
        can look back with pride on an impressive history of growth over more than two decades.



The hidden power of Polish manufacturing :
A focus on growth and attaining global
market leader position, with limited
price competition

Close relations with clients: the share of
employees working with clients is five times
higher than in big corporations, which
enables direct sales

High and efficient investment in R&D: on
average these companies invest 5.9 percent
of revenue, way above the average for the
German economy of 1.8 percent, but they
achieve patents at one-fifth the cost of large
German corporations

High employee motivation, creativity, and
flexibility, with low attrition rates—2.7 percent
versus the national average of 7.3 percent.

1 Calculated as potential growth multiple times gross value added 
2 Multiple of growth for Polish industries’ productivity to reach EU-15 productivity levels 
SOURCE: Eurostat 
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According to the “Creative in Business 2016” ranking, the biggest
potential of Polish companies is centered on Internet-related

business activity

According to a ranking by the Forbes magazine, Poland is one of the seven most active countries 
on the start-up map of Europe. 
A majority of the most creative entrepreneurs are active in the new technologies sector, running 
Internet-related and Web data analytics companies. 

Examples of Some of the  Latest advanced innovations in Poland 2016 : 

Matia- student invention will lead the blind through the world:  30-11-2016                       
(Gadgets)

Description: It Warns about a garbage can on the road ,signals for the pedestrian crossing, 
even vibrates on the skin or rings with the sound of instruments. The device MATIA, designed
"A blind person leaving the house will take a device the size of a matchbox, pinned it to his or 

her shirt, put headphones on, take even the cheapest smart phone and will have a system that 
will help navigate the environment and move freely in the streets" - told PAP student of 



Bialystok University of Technology, Petros Psyllos. 

The Rehabilitation Robot: (09-08-2016)  (Robotics)  

Description:Depending on the ailment, it either facilitates movement or gradually increases 
difficulty, while reading signals from the muscles. A Polish engineer was showered with 
awards for this innovation.the company's founder was among 10 Polish inventors honored 
with the prestigious “Innovators Under 35” award, bestowed by the MIT Technology Review. 
“An impulse runs from the patient's brain to the muscle, muscles flex, the robot senses this and 
moves the limb, “Watching the visible effects of such exercises, patients have a better approach 
to rehabilitation, and their bodies regenerate faster.” 

Glucose Testing without the finger prick- iSULIN: (22-06-2016)      (Medical Industry)

Description:A Polish glucose meter that tests blood sugar without the finger-prick has the 
potential to become a global hit
Designed by five engineers at the Military Institute of Technology (WAT), the device can “look” 

inside the body through the skin and measure the level of glucose in the blood—without pricking
fingertips or using control strips or pads. 
This unique technology relies on photoplethysmography which monitors changing blood flows 
in peripheral vessels located just beneath the skin. 

In a life threatening situation, when the system records excessive blood sugar levels and other 



disturbing readings, iSULIN will automatically alert a predetermined person or the 
appropriate rescue services. 

A Polish Vaccine against diabetes (19-05-2016):

Description:Scientists from Gdańsk have developed a therapy that helps impede the 
development of type 1 diabetes. This is a world-class discovery.
Not only does the innovative regulatory T-cells therapy developed by scientists at the Medical 
University of Gdańsk (Gdański Uniwersytet Medyczny, GUMed) prolong the remission period 
in type 1 diabetes patients, it also helps avoid dangerous complications connected to eyesight or

the kidneys. The success of the Gdańsk scientists is demonstrated by the health of 30 children 
who participated in a medical experiment lasting three years. Today, some of them do not have 
to take insulin at all, while others take it in very small doses. 



Bottom line: This are some of the Poland's breakthrough technical innovations of 
2016
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Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#02 1962%
PolandComperia.pl S.A.

Internet 2007 Poland’s first financial products comparison site. It recently started 
helping users choose between insurance offers, and is planning to 
launch a section for non-financial products such as GSM, broadband 
and electricity. 

Bartosz Michałek 2

www.comperia.pl 4

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#05 1386%
PolandNetguru Sp. z o.o.

Software 2008 A Poland-based web development agency that loves to develop 
web apps based on the Ruby on Rails framework.

Wiktor Schmidt 1

https://netguru.co/ -

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#11 936%
PolandLGBS Polska Sp. z o.o.

Software 2005 A company carrying out projects for business, including 
outsourcing services and the migration of existing software to new 
platforms, as well as other IT and consulting services.Wojciech Wolny 3

www.lgbs.pl 14

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#12 900%
PolandRBO Sp. z o.o.

Telecommunications/
Networking

2007 One of the leaders in the field of professional IT services; provides 
its customers with a wide range of safe and functional web 
hosting and e-mail services, virtual and dedicated servers, as well 
as Internet domains. 

Robert Jerzy Śliwiński 2

www.rbo.pl 29



Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#15 799%
PolandAUDIOTEKA POLAND Sp. z o.o.

Media and Entertainment 2008 An audiobook platform providing literature, books and articles in 
audio format in nine languages and 23 countries; it currently serves 
over 2.3  million active users worldwide.Łukasz Kosman 1

www.audioteka.pl -

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#17 777%
PolandGOCLEVER Sp. z o.o.

Computers/Peripherals 2006 The provider of innovative solutions in the field of consumer 
electronics, currently serving 2 million users in 30 countries.

Henryk Ciechowski 2

www.goclever.com 11

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#19 743%
PolandSwiftway Sp. z o.o.

Internet 2005 A business provider of turnkey Internet services, including 
dedicated servers, cloud and data infrastructure offered out of 
datacentres in Europe and the United States.Alexander Bninski 2

www.swiftway.net 9

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#22 508%
PolandBillennium Sp. z o.o.

Software 2003 The company specialises in improving business efficiency and 
provides IT human resources outsourcing; the main areas of 
activity are BPM, CRM, CMS platforms, billing systems, financial 
management and innovative mobile solutions.

Gaweł Bartosz Łopiński 3

www.billennium.pl 27



Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#23 492%
PolandFuture Processing Sp. z o.o.

Software 2004 Provides software development services to businesses based in 
Western Europe and Scandinavia. Using agile management methods, 
the company delivers solutions, which will help clients make 
the most of their investment. 

Jarosław Czaja 4

www.future-processing.com 20

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#29 447%
PolandIAI S.A.

Internet 2006 The company offers two SaaS services: IdoSell Shop automates 
actions connected with online sale; and the IdoSell Booking service 
enables the sale of bookings online, via mobile devices or through 
Social Media. 

Paweł Fornalski 4

www.idosell.com 41

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#32 445%
PolandFRU.PL S.A.

Internet 2008 A leading online service for airline tickets and hotel 
accommodation  Thanks to our use of data-mining technologies, 
we give our clients access to the lowest possible air-fares.Michał Wrodarczyk 1

www.fru.pl -

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

#33 441%
PolandITSG Sp. z o.o.

Software 2007 The company creates its own CRM, sales support and effectiveness 
management systems, and helps clients to improve their efficiency, 
cost control, sales management and compliance. Cezary Dmowski 2



SUMMARY:
THIS ARE SOME OF THE TOP MOST INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES IN POLAND

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#41 363%
Poland

Firma - inSolutions s.c.  
Łukasz Kristof, Agnieszka Kristof

Software 2005 A provider of complex IT solutions for various businesses, in 
particular providing custom solutions integrated with ERP 
systems, concerning retailing, WMS, production, mobile sales and 
e-commerce.

Łukasz Kristof 1

www.insolutions.pl -

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

PolandP.H. ELMAT Sp. z o.o.

Telecommunications/
Networking

1993 The leading Polish manufacturer in the field of ICT systems, fibre 
optic telecommunications and FTTH solutions, the Group comprises 
the ELMAT, FIBRAIN MEXICO and FIBRAIN companies.Jan Kalisz 2

www.elmat.pl 48

Founded: 

Years in Fast 50:

Last Years Rank:

#49 316%
PolandInsys K. Bartkowski, P. Czekała Sp. J.

Internet 2006 System integrator working for the biggest telcos, cable operators 
and premium content providers in Poland; delivers complete 
solutions for multiscreen  (web, mobile, smart tv, STB), OTT and 
nDVR services of any scale.

Krzysztof Bartkowski 1

www.insysplay.pl -



some of Advanced Technologies developed
and used in Poland

 magnate Dough divider

Description Impact on India
Magnate Duo dough divider by Jeremy is an

extraordinarily 
precise weigher with a very simple structure. The device
has low "dough stressing" properties, a smooth capacity
adjustment (portions per hour) and is quiet. The machine

has a double measuring piston which doubles its
performance (up to 3,200 pcs/h), and coupled pistons

double the weight range of the device. The high
performance of the device is a source of savings for any

small and semi-industrial bakery! 

As Indian has many small 
Bakery services this object 

Help to save the energy 
Which can make a big 

In the small scale sector

Contact:    Jeremy Sp. z o.o., Warsaw Hall 5, Stand 19 



Dough divider with cylindrical head type 863 by VEMAG

description Impact on india
The dough divider with cylindrical head type 863 from

VEMAG is the ideal solution for dividing rye, rye-wheat, 
whole-grain or gluten-free dough and other masses up to
TA 220, placed directly into baking mounds. They are 
used
in industry and trade. They guarantee the highest 
weighing
precision, capacity of up to 80 pcs/min, elimination of oil 
in
division, the highest hygiene and high flexibility in the
manufacture of other products. 

 elimination of oil in
division, the highest hygiene 

and high flexibility in the
manufacture of other products. 

As Indian market can have
High impact by the machine

Due to its less oil content

VEMAG Maschinenbau GmbH,
 Germany

Applicant: VEMAG Polska 
Sp. z o.o., Warsaw



MULTIVAC Centrifuge Feeder 
(MCF)

description Impact on India
MULTIVAC Centrifuge Feeder MCF is an ideal and

versatile solution for small and medium-sized
manufacturers. The machine can prepare products in the

form of simple sausages/hot dogs for packaging in
thermoforming machines with a high capacity. It has

Revolutionized the method of preparation of products for
packaging and speeds up the whole process. The

machine
is ideal for correlation with the control modules of

packaging robots. 

In india there is an multiple
Small food scales where the 
Packaging has been done by 

The child labors 
But this machine can change 

The way of packaging has 
Been done  

MULTIVAC Sp. z o.o., Jastków
Hall 5, Stand 46 



CARPIGIANI PASTOMASTER 
HE Pasteurizer for craft

 Ice cream

description Impact on India
The growing fashion for a healthy diet has also reached

ice
cream shops. CARPIGIANI HE pasteurizer is the first

device in which we can safely use milk straight from the
cow (thermally unprocessed). And so we prepare ice

cream using only fresh, natural products, without the use
of ready-made bases, pastes and other industrial

additives. The use of CARPIGIANI PASTOMASTER HE
allows to provide your ice cream with the CLEAN-

LABEL.
And it will not be just a marketing gimmick!

In addition, the HIGH EFFICIENCY system provides up
to

30% lower consumption of water and energy during the
production of ice cream. 

India is one of the largest
Consumer of ice-creams
By using this pastometer

Is the first device which we can
Straight milk from the cow

Where the ice-cream industry
In India can revolutionize

The process of production in
Much more safer way



 PRIMULATOR Sp. z o.o., Łódź
Hall 5, Stand 112

Merry chef e2s Microwave
 Convection oven 

description Impact on India
Merrychef E2S oven combines ease of use with

advanced
technology. The device can be placed anywhere. A wide

range of possibilities offered by E2S will satisfy every
customer. With modern design, a touch panel and no

need
for mounting a ventilation hood, the oven it can be

installed
in all conditions. 

This is an advanced technology 
Micro oven which can be used

In all conditions
With modern design and 

Touch panel
Hence this new technology can

Make an difference in the 
Indian market to replace the

Old micro oven



SANICARE – TAP – 
1500 – B – R Hygienic entrance

description Impact on India
SANICARE-TAP is the latest in the market complex

hygienic entrance. Our innovative 6-point sensor system
ensures maximum hygiene. The sensor examines the

correct position of hands placed in the disinfectant / soap
dispensing chamber. Hands must be placed in a

completely horizontal position, so that the chemical
agent

has been applied on the largest possible area of the
hand.

The user is informed about this with LED light
illuminating

the washing and disinfection chambers. The chambers

This is an advanced technology
For cleaning hands which can

Remove all the infectious 
Germs and clean the hands

This technology can 
Revolutionize the Indian 

Market and can be placed the
In the food industry and in

Restaurants 
For hygiene India 



are
constantly illuminated with red light. When hands are

placed properly, green light is switched on and the
dispensing process is initiated. 

A device for sterilization of food
 products with a stack cooling 
system and integrated circuit

 Allowing to use
process heat 

description Impact on India



This intelligent multi-functional sterilizer is an innovative
solution for sterilization and pasteurization in the food
industry. It has an intelligent adaptive system enabling
automatic optimization in terms of efficiency through
effective algorithms tailored to the customer's products. 
All the MTP Gold Medals are equivalent.
The list is arranged alphabetically by product.
This innovative environmentally friendly concept can
increase productivity by reducing costs of operation. This
device stands out from competitors 

It is an advanced technological 
Sterilizer as India is the large

Country with more diary
Industry

This can make an huge 
Impact in the Indian diary

industry

Fabryka Maszyn Spożywczych 
"SPOMASZ" Pleszew S.A., 

Pleszew
Hall 7A,Stand 53 
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